Introduction
A balanced incomplete block (1) V is a set of v points. design B(v, k, d) is a pair (V, 93) where (2) 93 is a collection of subsets of 7f, each of size k, called blocks. (3) Every pair of distinct points from "Ir is contained in exactly A blocks. We will say simply design rather than balanced incomplete block design.
One way of investigating the structure of a design is by studying its 'symmetry'. The notion of symmetry can be formalized as the automorphism group of the design, which we will define now. Let ("lr, 33) be a design and let @ : Yf+ 7f be a bijection. The mapping @ induced by 9 has domain 9 and is defined by a(B) = {c$(x): x E B}. An automorphism of the design (Y, 33) is a pair of bijections $J: 'Tf+ Y and r/~: 93~-, 93 which preserve incidence; that is, v(B) = G(B) for all B E 9. If the design contains no repeated blocks, then specifying $J is enough to determine the automorphism. The set of an automorphisms of ('Y", $43) form a group under composition called the automorphism group of the design. If there is an automorphism of order V, we say that the design is cyclic.
Let G be an additive abelian group. Let B = {b,, b2, . . . , bk} be a subset of G. Define B+g={b,+g,b,+g,...,b,+g)
for g E G and define the development of B as devB={B+g:gEG}. The development of B is just the orbit of B under the action of the group G. Since we are allowing repeated blocks in our designs we wish to point out that the definition of the development of a block B excludes repeated blocks from occurring in dev B. If ldev BI < IG( then B is said to be in a short orbit under G.
Let 9={B1,BZ,..., B,} be a family of subsets of G and define the development of 9 as dev9= U devB, t=1,...,t where repeated blocks are allowed. If dev 4 is a B(v, k, A) we say that .F is a (v, k, A) difference family and call the sets B1, Ba, . . . , B, base blocks. The group G will certainly be contained in the automorphism group of dev 9. If G is cyclic, the design will be cyclic. By a list we mean a collection of elements in which each element occurs a non-negative number of times. We use the notation (x1, x2, . . . , x2). Order is not important in our lists. If Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , t are lists, then we use the notation C:=, Xi to denote the concatenation of the lists., In some cases we can determine whether or not an arbitrary collection of blocks 9 will be a difference family simply by examining 9. We do this as follows: Let the elements of the block Bi be {bil, bi2, . . . , bik}. If the list of differences D,
contains every nonzero element of G exactly A times then dev 9 is a B(v, k, A). It may be the case that the list of differences does not contain every nonzero element exactly Iz times but dev 9 is still a B(v, k, A). This occurs only when short orbits are present.
A different type of internal structure, not necessarily related to symmetry, stems from the notion of parallel lines in the real plane. A design B(v, k, A) is an cu-resolvable balanced incomplete block design if the blocks can be partitioned into classes which contain every point in the design exactly CY times. The classes are called resolution classes and the design is denoted a-RB(v, k, A.). It was an investigation into cu-RB(v, 4, n)'s that motivated the research contained in this paper. The connection between difference families and resolvable designs is stated in the following lemma. Lemma 1.1. If 9 is a (v, k, A) difference family and dev 9 contains no short orbits, then dev 9 is a k-RB(v, k, A).
The remainder of the paper focusses on the construction of (v, k, A) difference families. Section 2 collects together the work that has been done on (v, k, A) difference families which is applicable to the case k = 4. Section 3 gives some general constructions which are adaptations of work done by Bose, Hanani and Wilson. Section 4 uses these general constructions to give new classes of (v, 4, A) difference families, including new cyclic designs. Section 5 demonstrates how the constructions of Section 3 give rise to nested designs.
2.
A summary of known abelian and cyclic difference families with block size 4 Constructions for designs fall into two categories, direct and recursive. We will begin with the recursive constructions before collecting designs to which we can apply the recursive constructions. Denote the set of natural numbers by N. (ii) Zf v = ka, w = kb and gcd(b, (k -l)!) = 1 and neither of' the designs possesses short orbits, then there is a (kub, k, 1) diflerence family in Zkab. Now we give a chronological account of the discovery of difference families with block size 4. The first person to consider block size 4 specifically was Bose. He gave the following two constructions in [l] . Theorem 2.5. (Bose [l] ). There exist (4", 4, 1) difference families in GF(4").
These designs are the lines of the n-dimensional affine geometries of order 4. (Bose [l] ). Let q = 1 mod 12 be a prime power and (-3)(q-')'4# 1 in GF(q). Then there exists a (q, 4, 1) difference family.
In the 1960's the following results were established. The greatest contributions were made by Wilson in his cyclotomy paper [ 191.
Theorem 2.8 (Wilson [19] ). Let q be a prime power, q > (ik(k -l))k(k-l). Then there exists a (q, k, A) diflerence family in GF(q) iff A(q -1) = 0 mod k(k -1).
In [20] this bound was improved to q > ek2+2k'o~k. For k = 4 this requires q > 5.8 x lo", a rather large number. Wilson also showed the following. Later work has focussed on cyclic Steiner difference families with block size 4. This is a problem of considerable interest in its own right. Its origins lie in the late nineteenth century when Heffter [9] posed a problem equivalent to determining the spectrum of cyclic (v, 3, 1) difference families. The determination of the spectrum of cyclic (v, 3, A) difference families was only resolved in 1981 by Colbourn and Colbourn [3] . For k 2 4 the spectrum is far from being determined. When q is a prime then the previous theorems in this section give cyclic difference families. These families are summarized in the following corollaries. The recursive constructions of Theorem 2.3(ii) work well with these families, Theorem 2.16 (Mathon [13] ). There exist (v, 4, 1) cyclic difference families for v E (60t + 13,84t + 13, 156t + 13,228t + 49,276t + 61,300t + 61, 300t + 73}, where t E N.
The next section considers some generalizations.
Some ring constructions
The constructions for (v, k, A.) difference families given in this section are generalizations of work done by Bose [l] , Hanani [8] and Wilson [19] . For the remainder of the paper let R be a commutative ring with an identity, IRI = v and U(R) be the units of R. The units form a group under ring multiplication. We will need the following notation. If X = {x1, . . . , x,} and Y = {yl, . . . , y,} are both subsets of R then XY = (xiyj: i = 1, . . . , r; j = 1, . . . , s).
We consider XY as a list of elements. If X = {x} we simply write xY. To denote n copies of each element in a set or list X we write n(X). Now we require two simple lemmas. We can now state the major construction. If tb -t' = 0, then t = t' and b = 1. There are e'f ways to choose t, t' and b. Of these choices, e of them satisfy tb -t' = 0, namely t = t' and b = 1. Therefore the above concatenation contains e"f -e = e(ef -1) = e(k -1) lists. Hence A9 = e(k -l)@\(O)). 0
This theorem gives sufficient conditions for the generation of a difference family from the arbitrary union of cosets of a subgroup of the units. There are two specific instances of this theorem that will be worth having in simpler form. The condition that SF # -SF is always satisfied when k is odd and the additive group of the ring contains no nonzero elements which are their own inverses. We record this as follows. By appending the zero element to each base block we can find difference families on k + 1 points. Theorem 3.8. Let 9= {SF: s E S} be a (v, k, e(k -1)) difierence family constructed using Theorem 3.3. Then 9' = {SF U (0): s E S} is a (v, k + 1, e(k -1) + 2e) difference family where ef = k.
Proof. We will show that the list C SFEs~F = e(R\{O}). When this is the case appending 0 to each block will generate the difference d E R\ (0) 2e additional times; e times when 0 occurs with d in a block and e times when 0 occurs with -d in a block.
Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 3. [19] . The conditions of Theorems 3.3, 3.6 and 3.8 are satisfied whenever f ( (q -1). That is, in the ith components of the k m-tuples, place k distinct nonzero field elements of GF(pF). Difference families with these parameters were known for v odd by Ramanujacharyulu [17] and 21 even by Mullin and Stanton [14] .
Example 1. R = GF(q). In this case the theorems reduce to the work done by Bose [l], Hanani [S] and Wilson
Moreover The next section will illustrate how the constructions of Section 3 can be used to produce new designs.
More abelian and cyclic difference families with block size 4
For a given u and k the necessary conditions n(v -1) = 0 mod (k -1) and Av(v -1) = 0 mod k(k -1) for the existence of a B(v, k, A) determine a minimum value of A. For k = 4, these minimum values are displayed in Table 1 . It is enough to consider these parameters alone since a B(v, k, nA) can be constructed from a B(v, k, A) by taking n copies.
After several lemmas which will be useful in constructing cyclic difference sets, we will consider abelian and cyclic difference sets for v = 5, 7, 11 mod 12. 3  1  1  2  6  3  6  4  1  5  3  6  6  7  2  8  3  9  3  10  2 Proof. Note that AB = DB and that the product of two units is a unit. 0
This lemma essentially states that to determine whether or not AB c U(R) for a cyclic subgroup B it is sufficient to determine whether or not D c U(R). The same remarks that followed Theorem 4.5 apply here.
v =I1 mod 12
This case can be completely solved and is contained in the following theorem. 
Nested designs
There are two notions of nested designs used in the literature: one is associated with Federer [6] and the other with Preece [16] . The constructions of Section 3 provide examples of both types. We will begin with Federer's concept of nested designs. A nest (k, A)+ (k', A') is a B (v, k', A') where each block has a distinguished subblock of cardinality k and these subblocks form a B (v, k, 12) . The automorphism group of the nest is the set of automorphisms of the B(v, k', A') that are also automorphisms of the B (v, k, A) . In particular, a cyclic nest design possesses an automorphism of order u.
It is known that a nest (3, A)* (4, 2A) exists for all A. and all appropriate 'u [4, 18] . The closure arguments used to construct this class of nested designs make it difficult to determine their automorphism groups. It has been conjectured by Novak [15] that every cyclic B(v, 3, 1) can be nested in a cyclic B(v, 4, 2). He verified this for u < 31. At this time it is not known whether any such nesting exists for each suitable u, let alone for all possible cyclic B(v, 3, 1). The following corollaries provide many examples of nested designs with point transitive automorphism groups, including cyclic nested designs. (ii) ('Y, a') is a B(v, k', A').
(iii) Each block of 9 can be partitioned into k/k' subblocks of size k' such that the resulting collection of subblocks coincides with 9'. Proof. From Theorem 3.3 we know that 9= {SF: s ES} is a (v, k, e(k -1)) difference family. Now partition the blocks of this difference family into the sets W={stB:tET,sES}.
The set of blocks {stB:sES} for some fixed tETis a (v, f, f -1) difference family by Theorem 3.3. Since 9' contains e such difference families, 9 is a (v, f, e(f -1)) difference family. Cl Proof. Similar to the proof of the previous corollary but using Theorem 3.6. 0
Conclusion
A difference family construction in fields has been extended to rings with unity. This generalization has led to progress on the problem of difference families with block size 4 but a great deal remains to be done. It would be useful if non-existence results comparable to Lemma 2 of [3] could be established or ruled out. The author feels that such non-existence results would cover, at most, a few classes of parameters.
In addition, these difference families provide infinite classes of examples of nested designs.
